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Umgebung 
the objective space in which we see a living being moving. 

Umwelt 
the environment world that is constituted by a more or less broad series of elements 

... carriers of significance (Bedeutungstrager) . .. or marks (Merkmaltrager) . .. 

the only things that interest the animal (40) 

The first task of the researcher observing the animal is to recognize the carriers of 

significance which constitute its environment. These are not, however, objectively or 

factically isolated, but rather constitute a close functional-or ... musical-unity with 

the animals receptive organs that are assigned to receive the mark (Merkorgan) and 

react to it (Wirkorgan). 
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Reactors twitch lips. 

Smell fish down there? There is 

nothing way with the wrong your body smells 

that a distinction of franchised vernaculars 

beautifying & significant: won't fix. Spray it on 10-15 minutes. 

a vaginae vector stunt pounce 

baskets us ur 

as lilac-qua fleur 

for a market's mint stiff 

for a pleasant control stroll border 

for home land security 

for your ultra eve whiff kit 

with esters like babies plus cherry (percent/ages) 
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Your two great wills well eyed, slay me. Suddenly. 

Their product beauty slakes weight through me 

My heart's herd quick with markets & means. 

By your own hand heal injury 

Liability clean 

Your two great wells eye me suddenly 

Their lips shake two faith twix luscious and cleanly. 
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Zum Planetarium 

Echinus esculentus 

what spider's will is tied to a fly's blindness? 

what love codes prod with seemly pink spines in our deep scented liberty? 

clean to keen 

as in 

scene- distinct 

wall-eyed welling 

suddenty betwixt 

or clean 

summer's lolling 

lulled hang-

ups and down 

wavers mustered 

looping a wedger's 

wet-wax 
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carriers of significance and soft plastic waxes 

(what would we muster?) 

in lubricant: a lulled pig 

ments to 

clickbank your ditch is my 

dictionary: for free un-furred 

idioms 

fetch smooth: 

by fee: 

a hip point-off sack, into sack (dispersant) 

Suck-up, or out-sacked 

odour's signification 

a fetching signals' 

hip-drift 

or split-squirt billow 
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cerulean or squid inky 

-I filch up 

Amoeba terricola, 

fetched for a basic cause-plants a stake-out 

Discount is instant: 800 million pounds: 

gouge down groin to a deep fee green: 

smells like fish tastes like chicken. 

As usual, Fee's in net. 

Hopping, or dahlia-driven, 

a cut-weather communal 

fuck-up. You bet 

I'm chicken. 
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bitten at an arm's length (iambic) 

meaning smacks its orbit 

Rhizostoma plumo 

a planktonic swarm 

plus a chronic scientific proof rifter 

I had 3 days to ask metafilter 

why my girlfriend is dusty? 

but I got bored in the mobility of Dubai 

bored in the slack stuff of this feminine molt 
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